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if Hitler assumed power. It was now for the first time that foreign
official opinion began to take real notice of Mein Kampf—from
now on until spring orders for it from abroad were almost greater
than orders in Germany—and the statements there on foreign
policy and on anti-Semitism were outweighing any effect produced
by interviews with the Leader in which he promised the Jew his
protection and the French security,, and announced National
Socialist foreign policy to be a practical application of the
apostolic counsel to love one another. Neurath, second-rate,,
feeble, easily impressed, told Papen that the Foreign Office could
not answer for the consequences if Hitler became chancellor,
even if he were completely the prisoner of his colleagues. On the
other hand the Reichswehr command had its word to say. It had
followed Schleicher blindly in his tortuous policies, approved the
presidial system, approved the national front, but it could blind
itself neither to the character of the Storm Troops, nor the danger
they constituted to the nation, nor the provocation they offered
the Reichswehr man. It told Schleicher very bluntly that there
were limits and that no matter whether or not he himself stayed
on at the Ministry of Defence, the Reichswehr had no desire to
see Hitler chancellor. To Schleicher's half-angry query what it
would do if Hitler in disappointment loosed his legions the
answer was brief and soldierly; if the President authorized them,
the troops would obey the orders given and the orders would be
to shoot.
Papen and Schleicher were now in a position of great awkward-
ness, but the resourcefulness of the political general and the
cunning of the chancellor were not yet baffled. They told Hitler
reassuringly that the President would begin his consultations on
August 13. It was high time because the government had got
itself into further bad odour with the party, Alarmed by the
growing public indignation at the constant violations of public
order and the extent to which the lives and property of peaceful
citizens were endangered, the government issued a drastic order
against acts of violence under which the death penalty was ordered
to be enforced even for political murder. The order roused the
Storm Troops to fury. They were being treated no better than the

